To understand neuroinflammation-related gene regulation during normal aging and in sporadic Alzheimer disease (sAD), we performed functional genomics analysis and analyzed messenger RNA (mRNA) expression by quantitative reverse transcriptionYpolymerase chain reaction of 22 genes involved in neuroinflammation-like responses in the cerebral cortex of wild-type and APP/PS1 transgenic mice. For direct comparisons, mRNA expression of 18 of the same genes was then analyzed in the entorhinal cortex, orbitofrontal cortex, and frontal cortex area 8 of middle-aged human subjects lacking Alzheimer diseaseYrelated pathology and in older subjects with sAD pathology covering Stages IYII/0(A), IIIYIV/AYB, and VYVI/C of Braak and Braak classification. Modifications of cytokine and immune mediator mRNA expression were found with normal aging in wild-type mice and in middle-aged individuals and patients with early stages of sAD-related pathology; these were accompanied by increased protein expression of certain mediators in ramified microglia. In APP/PS1 mice, inflammatory changes coincided with A-amyloid (AA) deposition; increased levels of soluble oligomers paralleled the modified mRNA expression of cytokines and mediators in wild-type mice. In patients with sAD, regulation was stage-and region-dependent and not merely acceleration and exacerbation of mRNA regulation with aging. Gene regulation was also not related to hyperphosphorylated tau deposition in neurofibrillary tangles, AA plaque burden, concentration of AA1Y40 (AA40) and AA1Y42 (AA42), or fibrillar AA linked to membranes but rather to increased levels of soluble oligomers. Thus, species differences and region-and stage-dependent inflammatory responses in sAD, particularly at the initial stages, indicate the need to identify new anti-inflammatory compounds with specific molecular therapeutic targets.
INTRODUCTION
Alzheimer disease (AD) is a neurodegenerative disorder characterized by extracellular deposits of fibrillar A-amyloid (AA) in the brain parenchyma (forming senile plaques) and around cerebral blood vessels (giving rise to AA angiopathy) and by intraneuronal deposits of hyperphosphorylated, abnormally conformed, and truncated tau, comprising neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs), dystrophic neurites, and neuropil threads (1) . A small minority of patients experience early-onset familial AD linked to mutations of the genes encoding AA precursor protein (APP), presenilin 1 (PSN1), and presenilin 2 (PSN2) (2) . Most AD patients have late-onset familial AD, which develops as sporadic AD (sAD); possible combinations of lowpenetrance genetic and environmental factors may be involved in sAD pathogenesis (2) .
In sAD, early abnormal tau deposition appears in certain brainstem nuclei, followed by the entorhinal cortex and olfactory bulb and tracts; later, it extends to the hippocampal complex, basal forebrain, and limbic system, and eventually to the whole cerebral cortex and other regions (3Y7). Systematic anatomic studies have allowed categorization of the stages of AQ2 1 disease progression based on accumulation of brain lesions. Braak and Braak Stages IYII are manifested by NFTs in the olfactory bulb and tracts, transentorhinal cortex, and entorhinal cortex, followed by initial involvement of the CA1 region. Stages IIIYIV augment the number of NFTs in these regions and extend NFTs to the whole CA1 region of the hippocampus, subiculum, temporal cortex, and magnocellular nuclei of the basal forebrain, including Meynert nucleus, amygdala, anterodorsal thalamic nuclei, and tuberomammillary nucleus. At Stages VYVI, in addition to increased severity in affected areas, cortical association areas, including the frontal and parietal cortices, claustrum, reticular nuclei of the thalamus, and, finally, primary sensory areas compromising the primary visual cortex, are involved (3, 5, 6) . Beta-amyloid plaques first appear in the neocortex and then progress to practically the whole cerebral cortex, diencephalic nuclei, and, lastly, the cerebellum (3, 5, 8) . Regarding senile plaques, Braak and Braak Stage A is characterized by plaques in the neocortex, particularly the orbitofrontal and temporal cortices; Stage B involves, in addition, the association cortices; and Stage C, the primary somatosensory and motor cortical areas (3, 5) .
Importantly, cognitive impairment clinically categorized as mild or moderate may occur at Stages IIIYIV, whereas dementia can appear in individuals with AD pathology at Stages VYVI (9Y11). The time between the first appearance of ADrelated pathology and the development of cognitive decline and dementia has been estimated to be several decades in those individuals in whom dementia eventually occurs (12) . It is worth stressing that AD Stages IYII are present in approximately 85% of individuals aged 65 years (4, 5, 13) . Therefore, some degree of neuropathologic change can be considered common and relatively well tolerated, perhaps for a long period; such changes may have devastating effects once thresholds are crossed (13) . These facts highlight the need to gain information about the early clinically silent stages of the neurodegenerative process with the aim of understanding early pathogenic mechanisms and identifying possible targets for therapeutic intervention (13Y15).
In addition to these pathologic hallmarks, multiple alterations converge in the pathogenesis of AD. Mitochondrial functional defects, increased production of oxidative and nitrosative reactive species, and damage to enzymes involved in energy metabolism cause nerve cell exhaustion (16Y18). Altered lipid composition of membranes, particularly lipid rafts (19) , and altered production of trophic factors, neurotransmitters, and neuromodulators, together with impaired function of degradation pathways such as those related to cytoplasmic proteolysis, autophagy, and the ubiquitin-proteasome system, also play crucial roles (13, 15, 20, 21) .
Inflammation-like responses are common in many neurodegenerative diseases, and chronic neuroinflammation characterized by activated microglia, together with a plethora of upregulated cytokines and mediators of immune response, is harmful to the CNS (22, 23) . This assumption is based on particular characteristics of the CNS, where many molecules that are commonly expressed in the systemic immune system are synthesized by microglia, astrocytes, and neurons (14, 22Y26) . Hundreds of studies have assessed aspects of neuroinflammation in AD, particularly response to and clearance of AA (14, 23Y39) . Similar changes are also well known in AD-related mouse models (40, 41) . Microglia are considered the main conductor of neuroinflammation; involvement of neurons and astrocytes further suggests a complex cytokine cycle with deleterious consequences (14, 24Y26, 42, 43) . In addition to the evidence that neuroinflammation and cell damage are linked to advanced stages of neurodegenerative diseases, including AD, microglia may act as modulators of various neuronal activities and functions that do not necessarily lead to destructive outcomes. Increased expression of certain cytokines and inflammatory mediators may, in certain settings, be beneficial (44Y48). As a working hypothesis, inflammatory responses (if present) at the first stages of ADrelated pathology might be beneficial as defense from putative damaging toxic molecules.
Despite important achievements in middle and advanced stages of sAD and in related animal models, a comprehensive side-by-side transcriptomewide analysis addressing gene regulation of brain inflammatory responses with age, initial stages of AD-related pathology, and possible regional differences during these early stages is necessary to have a longitudinal and regional picture of the pathogenetic process. Cytokines in the middle temporal cortex and cerebellum are more mobilized and implicated in the latter AD stages than in the developmental course of AD pathology (49) , but little is known about different regions at different stages of AD-related pathology. Modifications in the morphology of microglia have been identified with aging and at the first stages of AD-related pathology, however, thus supporting the idea that such changes respond to particular, currently unidentified stimuli and that these cells are probably the source of mediators of intrinsic inflammatory responses (50, 51) . Consequently, a deeper understanding of neuroinflammation-related gene regulation during normal aging and at all stages of AD is of utmost importance (14, 52, 53) .
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In the same line, although transgenic models have been widely used to evaluate neuroinflammation and to test anti-inflammatory therapeutic agents (54) , a comparison of the messenger RNA (mRNA) expressions of cytokines and mediators of the immune system between sAD and AD-related transgenic models is needed because pathogenic mechanisms in AD models may be different from those in human sADVin part because most AD-related transgenic mice are produced by expressing mutated human genes that are causative of early-onset familial AD and these animals only exhibit certain aspects of AD pathology such as AA plaques but not NFTs. Moreover, there are obvious species differences in gene expression.
Therefore, the present study first used functional genomics to characterize regulation of cytokine and inflammatory response mediator genes in the cerebral cortex of wild-type (WT) and APP/PS1 transgenic mice. This was followed by a validation analysis of mRNA expression by quantitative reverse transcription (RT)Ypolymerase chain reaction (PCR) of 22 genes involved in neuroinflammation-like responses. Then, mRNA expression of 18 genes corresponding to cytokines and mediators of the immune system was analyzed in the entorhinal cortex, orbitofrontal cortex, and frontal cortex area 8 of middleaged (MA) patients who did not have AD-related pathology and older subjects with a range of sAD pathologies. The selection of these genes in human brains was based on the fact that they encode key cytokines, receptors, and mediators of immune responses and because these are the same genes analyzed in APP/PS1 transgenic mice, thereby facilitating comparative gene expression profiles between sAD and the mouse model. Study of gene expression profiles was followed by analysis of the protein expression of selected mediators, by Western blot analysis in the cerebral cortex of mice and frontal cortex area 8 of humans and by immunohistochemistry in humans, to gain understanding of gene regulation and translation into corresponding proteins at the early stages of sAD-related pathology. Beta-amyloid plaque burden, concentrations of AA (AA1Y40 [AA40] and AA1Y42 [AA42]), levels of membrane-bound AA, and levels of soluble oligomers were then examined in the same regions and stages to identify any relationships between these AA species and expression of genes involved in neuroinflammation-like responses with normal aging, at the first stages of sAD, and during neurodegenerative progression.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals
Experiments were carried out on APP/PS1 mice and WT littermates aged 3, 6, 12, and 20/22 months. The generation of mice expressing a chimeric mouse/human amyloid precursor protein (APPswe) and a human PSN1 (PS1dE9) has been described (55) . In our colony, APP/PS1 transgenic mice developed a few AA plaques in the cerebral cortex at the age of 3 months and began to have deficits in learning and memory at the age of 6 months. At this time, the number of AA plaques, as revealed by antibodies recognizing human AA, rapidly increased in the cerebral cortex (56) . Animals were maintained under standard animal housing conditions in a 12-hour darklight cycle with free access to food and water. Animal care procedures were conducted according to ethical guidelines (European Communities Council Directive 86/609/EEC) and approved by the local ethics committee. None of the animals exhibited systemic disease. APP/PS1 and WT male mice were aged 3, 6, 12, and 20/22 months (7Y11 mice for each phenotype and period; total number of animals, 62).
Human Cases
Human brain tissue was obtained from the Institute of Neuropathology Brain Bank (HUB-ICO-IDIBELL Biobank, Barcelona, Spain) and Clinic Hospital-IDIBAPS Biobank (Barcelona, Spain) following the guidelines of Spanish legislation and of the local ethics committee.
One hemisphere was immediately cut into 1-cm-thick coronal sections, and selected areas of the encephalon were rapidly dissected, frozen on metal plates over dry ice, placed in individual air-tight plastic bags, numbered with water-resistant ink, and stored at j80-C. The other hemisphere was fixed by immersion in 4% buffered formalin for 3 weeks for morphologic studies. Selected fresh samples of frontal cortex area 8 and entorhinal cortex were immediately fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 24 hours, cryoprotected with 30% sucrose, and frozen and stored at j80-C until use.
Brain samples from 114 cases were used in the present study (67 men and 47 women). Categorization of the inclusion of cases in the present work was based solely on neuropathologic data; correlation of present data with other classifications was not the purpose of the present study. Neuropathologic categorization was performed according to the Braak and Braak classification adapted for paraffin sections (3, 57) . No earlyonset familial AD cases were included. Cases with associated neurodegenerative process (i.e. Lewy pathology and argyrophilic grain pathology) and metabolic syndrome were not included. Importantly, cases with systemic inflammatory (including autoimmune diseases) and infectious diseases were rejected. Special care was also taken to not include cases with prolonged agonal state (patients subjected to intensive care or experiencing hypoxia). Only cases with minor changes consistent with small blood vessel disease were acceptable for the present study. Middle-aged subjects were those with no clinical or neuropathologic lesions, including the first stages of AD-related pathology; these cases were used for baseline information on gene expression in individuals aged between 39 and 85 years who had no AD-related pathology. A summary of cases analyzed is shown in 
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Whole-Transcript Expression Arrays
RNA samples from the cerebral cortex of APP/PS1 and WT littermates aged 3, 6, and 12 months were analyzed using the Affymetrix microarray platform and the GeneChip Mouse Gene 1.1 ST Array. This array analyzes gene expression patterns on a whole-genome scale on a single array, with probes covering several exons on target genes. Starting material was 200 ng of total RNA of each sample. Quality of isolated RNA was first measured with BioAnalyzer Assay (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA);
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RIN values were higher than 8. Sense single-stranded DNA suitable for labeling was generated from total RNA with the Ambion WT Expression Kit (Ambion, Carlsbad, CA) according to the manufacturer's instructions. Sense singlestranded DNA was fragmented, labeled, and hybridized to the arrays with the GeneChip WT Terminal Labeling and Hybridization Kit (Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA). Chips were processed on an Affymetrix GeneTitan platform.
Microarray Data Normalization and Differential Expression Analysis
Preprocessing of raw data and statistical analyses were performed using Bioconductor packages in R programming environment (58) . We read CEL files from Affymetrix arrays and corrected the background, and then summarized and normalized the data with the Robust Microarray Analysis method implemented in the Bioconductor Limma package (59) . Furthermore, we estimated fold change and standard errors by fitting a linear model (using the lmFit function in Limma package) for each gene given the groups of arrays. Genes with empirical Bayes t-test p values of 0.05 were selected and corrected by calculating the false discovery rate p < 0.05 (''adjusted probability'').
Functional Enrichment Analysis
To evaluate which pathways or functional categories were enriched in APP/PS1 samples, we followed a similar strategy as previously described (60) .
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Briefly, we performed Gene Set Enrichment Analysis using Limma package and hypergeometry-based tests using GOstats package (61) . We used p < 0.05 as cutoff point to determine whether Gene Ontology (GO) terms or Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathways were significantly enriched.
The GeneSetTest function in Limma package tests whether a set of genes is enriched for differential expression. Its principle is the same as that of Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (62) , but the statistical tests used are different. It is based on a set of probewise t-statistics arising for microarray analysis. We computed 3 different tests: i) upregulated genes with positive t-statistics; ii) downregulated genes with negative t-statistics; and iii) upregulated or downregulated genes as a whole. We used GOstats package to determine GO terms and KEGG pathways enriched in the subset of genes with differential Complement component 4b GACATGAGCAAGGTCTTTGAAGTAA Csf1r
Colony-stimulating factor 1 receptor CTAAAAACTGCATCCACCGGGACGT Csf3r
Colony-stimulating factor 1 receptor GCTACTCCCCAGAAGTCTGGAGAGC Tlr4
Toll-like receptor 4 CCCTGCATAGAGGTAGTTCCTAATA Tlr7
Toll-like receptor 7 CCCTGCATAGAGGTAGTTCCTAATA Ccl3
Chemokine (C-C motif) ligand 3 GTCTTCTCAGCGCCATATGGAGCTG Ccl4
Chemokine (C-C motif) ligand 4 GTTCTCAGCACCAATGGGCTCTGAC Ccl6
Chemokine (C-C motif) ligand 6 CCCAGGCTGGCCTCATACAAGAAAT CxCl10
Chemokine (C-X-C motif) ligand 10 GACTCAAGGGATCCCTCTCGCAAGG Il1b
Interleukin-1A GACCCCAAAAGATGAAGGGCTGCTT Il6
Interleukin-6 TGAGAAAAGAGTTGTGCAATGGCAA Il6st
Interleukin-6 signal transducer ACCCACTTGAGAGGACGCCTCCTGG Tnf>
Tumor necrosis factor-> GCCCACGTCGTAGCAAACCACCAAG Tnfrsf1a
Tumor necrosis factor receptor superfamily member 1a CTTGCAGCCACTGCAAGAAAAATGA Il10
Interleukin-10 GAAGACTTTCTTTCAAACAAAGGAC Il10ra
Interleukin-10 receptor > TATCACGACGGAGCAGTATTTCACT Il10rb
Interleukin-10 receptor A CAGGCAATGACGAAATAACCCCTTC TgfA1
Transforming growth factor-A1 CTGAACCAAGGAGACGGAATACAGG TgfA2
Transforming growth factor-A2 TCGAGGCGAGATTTGCAGGTATTGA expression in APP/PS1 versus WT groups at p < 0.05 (adjusted probability).
RNA Purification
Purification of RNA from mouse frontal cortex and human frontal cortex area 8, orbitofrontal cortex, and entorhinal cortex was carried out with RNeasy Lipid Tissue Mini Kit (Qiagen GmbH, Hilden, Germany) following the protocol provided by the manufacturer. Quality of isolated RNA was first measured with BioAnalyzer Assay (Agilent).
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RIN values in human cases are shown in 
Retrotranscription Reaction
Retrotranscription reaction was carried out using a HighCapacity cDNA Archive Kit (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) following the protocol provided by the supplier. Parallel reactions for an RNA sample were run in the absence of MultiScribe Reverse Transcriptase to assess the degree of contaminating genomic DNA.
TaqMan PCR
TaqMan quantitative RT-PCR assays for each gene were performed in duplicate on complementary DNA samples in 384-well optical plates using an ABI Prism 7900 Sequence Detection System (Applied Biosystems). For every 10 KL of TaqMan reaction, 4.5 KL of complementary DNA was mixed with 0.5 KL of 20Â TaqMan Gene Expression Assays and 5 KL of 2Â TaqMan Universal PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems). Parallel assays for each sample were carried out using probes for hypoxanthine-guanine phosphoribosyltranferase, alanyl-transfer RNA synthase, X-prolyl aminopeptidase (aminopeptidase P) 1, and A-glucuronidase (A-Gus; only in human cases) for normalization (63, 64) . Reactions were carried out using the following parameters: 50-C for 2 minutes, 95-C for 10 minutes, and 40 cycles of 95-C for 15 seconds and 60-C for 1 minute. Finally, all TaqMan PCR data were captured using Sequence Detection Software version 1.9 (Applied Biosystems). The identification numbers and names of all TaqMan probes (Applied Biosystems) used in the study of murine cortex are shown in T2 Table 2 , and those of probes used in the human study (Applied Biosystems) are shown in T3   Table 3 . Nearly the same mRNAs were analyzed in murine and human samples for comparative purposes between AD and the APP/PS1 model. The number of probes, including members of the complement system, colony-stimulating factor receptors, Toll-like receptors, pro-inflammatory cytokines, interleukin (IL) 6, members of the tumor necrosis factor (TNF) family, IL10 and its receptors, and transforming growth factor-A (TGFA) family, is the largest analyzed to date.
Murine and human samples were analyzed with the double-delta cycle threshold ($$C T ) method. $C T values represent normalized target gene levels with respect to internal control. $$C T values were calculated as the $C T of each test sample minus the mean $C T of calibrator samples (3-month-old WT mice or human controls) for each target gene. Fold change was determined using the equation 2 ð j$$C T Þ. Results in mice were analyzed with 2-way analysis of variance, followed by 1-way analysis of variance and Tukey post hoc or Student t-test. T-test was used to compare data in a Interleukin-1A CAGATGAAGTGCTCCTTCCAGGACC IL6
Interleukin-6 TCAGCCCTGAGAAAGGAGACATGTA IL6ST
Interleukin-6 signal transducer CAAAGTTTGCTCAAGGAGAAATTGA TNF> Tumor necrosis factor-> TGGCCCAGGCAGTCAGATCATCTTC TNFRSF1A
Tumor necrosis factor receptor superfamily member 1a CTCCTGTAGTAACTGTAAGAAAAGC IL10
Interleukin-10 AATAAGCTCCAAGAGAAAGGCATCT IL10RA
Interleukin-10 receptor > CAGTGTCCTGCTCTTCAAGAAGCCC IL10RB
Interleukin-10 receptor A TCCACAGCACCTGAAAGAGTTTTTG TGFA1
Transforming growth factor-A1 AGTACAGCAAGGTCCTGGCCCTGTA TGFA2
Transforming growth factor-A2 GCACAGCAGGGTCCTGAGCTTATAT given region and at a given Braak and Braak stage in sAD and their corresponding control groups. The significance level was set at p < 0.05 for all experiments.
Western Blot Analysis
Human frontal cortex area 8 and murine cerebral cortex samples were lysed in lysis buffer: 100 mmol/L Tris (pH 7), 100 mmol/L NaCl, 10 mmol/L ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid, 0.5% NP-40, and 0.5% sodium deoxycholate plus protease and phosphatase inhibitors (Roche Molecular Systems, Pleasanton, CA). After centrifugation at 14,000 Â g for 20 minutes at 4-C (Ultracentrifuge Beckman with 70Ti rotor), supernatants were quantified for protein concentration ( AQ2 bicinchoninic acid assay; Pierce, Waltham, MA), mixed with sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)Y polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) sample buffer, boiled, and subjected to 8%Y15% SDS-PAGE. Gels were electrophoretically transferred onto nitrocellulose membranes (200 mA per membrane, 20 minutes). Nonspecific binding was blocked by incubation in 5% albumin in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) containing 0.2% Tween for 1 hour at room temperature. After washing, the membranes were incubated at 4-C overnight with one of the following rabbit polyclonal antibodies in PBS containing 5% albumin and 0.2% Tween: anti-IL1A (diluted 1:1000; Abcam, Cambridge, United Kingdom), anti-IL10 (AP52181PU-N, diluted 1:250; Acris Antibodies, Herford, Germany), and anti-IL6 (diluted 1:1000; Abcam); antiYA-actin (A5316, diluted 1:30,000; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) was blotted for control of protein loading. Membranes were then incubated for 1 hour with the appropriate horseradish peroxidaseY conjugated secondary antibody (1:1000; Dako, Glostrup, Denmark), and immune complexes were revealed by a chemiluminescence reagent ( AQ2 electrochemiluminescence; Amersham, GE Healthcare, Buckinghamshire, United Kingdom).
Densitometries were carried out with ImageJ software, and values were normalized using A-actin. Normalized values were expressed as fold change from values obtained in control samples. Statistical analysis between groups was performed with 1-way analysis of variance followed by Tukey test using the Statgraphics Statistical Analysis and Data Visualization Software version 5.1. Differences between groups were considered statistically significant at * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.
Immunohistochemistry
Formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tissue sections (4Y5 Km thick) of human entorhinal cortex and frontal cortex area 8 were dewaxed and processed for ionized calcium-binding adapter molecule-1 (Iba1) immunohistochemistry. Paraformaldehydefixed cryoprotected sections (7 Km thick) of human entorhinal cortex and cerebral cortex (area 8) were obtained with a cryostat and processed free-floating for IL6, IL10, nuclear factor JB (NFJB) p65, and TNF immunohistochemistry. Samples were obtained from MA individuals and at the first (Stages IYII/0 of Braak and Braak classification) and advanced (Stages VYVI/C) stages of AD-related pathology. The sections were incubated in 2% hydrogen peroxide and 10% methanol for 30 minutes at room temperature, followed by 5% normal serum for 2 hours. Then the sections were incubated overnight with one of the primary antibodies. Antibodies to Iba1 (ab178680, diluted 1:250; Abcam) were used. We used rabbit polyclonal antibodies to IL6 (ab6672, diluted 1:100; Abcam), IL10 (AP52181PU-N, diluted 1:1000; Acris Antibodies), and NFJB-p65 (8242, diluted 1:1000; Cell Signaling, Danvers, MA), and mouse monoclonal antibodies to TNF (ab1793, diluted 1:10; Abcam). Peroxidase reaction was visualized with diaminobenzidine and H 2 O 2 . Control of immunostaining included omission of the primary antibody; no signal was obtained after incubation with only the secondary antibody.
Immunohistochemistry of AA Plaque Burden in AD
Fixed tissue samples were embedded in paraffin, and 4-Km-thick coronal sections were cut with a microtome. Consecutive dewaxed sections were incubated in 98% formic acid (3 minutes) and then treated with citrate buffer (20 minutes) to enhance antigenicity. Endogenous peroxidases were then blocked by incubation in 10% methanolY1% H 2 O 2 solution (15 minutes). Sections were blocked with 3% normal horse serum solution and then incubated at 4-C overnight with primary antibodies to total AA (clone 6 F/3D, diluted 1:50; Dako), AA40 (diluted 1:100; Merck Millipore, Billerica, MA), or AA42 (diluted 1:50; Merck Millipore). Sections were subsequently rinsed and incubated with biotinylated secondary antibody (Dako), followed by EnVision + System peroxidase (Dako) and, finally, chromogen diaminobenzidine and H 2 O 2 . Sections were lightly counterstained with hematoxylin. After staining, the sections were dehydrated and coverslipped for observation under a Nikon Eclipse E800 microscope (40Â objective; Nikon Imaging Inc, Tokyo, Japan). The cortical total AA burden was calculated as the percentage of the area of AA deposition in plaques with respect to the total area in 9 representative pictures taken from every region and stage. The ratios between AA42 and AA40 deposition were calculated by comparing specific staining with each antibody in consecutive sections. Beta-amyloid quantification was assessed using the Adobe Photoshop CS4 software (Adobe Systems Inc, San Jose, CA).
Concentrations of AA40 and AA42
Frozen samples of the entorhinal, orbitofrontal, and frontal cortices of sAD cases and corresponding controls were homogenized in Tris-buffered saline (TBS; 140 mmol/L NaCl, 3 mmol/L KCl, 25 mmol/L Tris-HCl [pH 7.4], and 5 mmol/L ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid) with a cocktail of protease inhibitors (Roche Molecular Systems) and ultracentrifuged at 100,000 Â g for 1 hour at 4-C. The supernatant was the soluble fraction used for amyloid quantification, and the protein of this fraction was measured with AQ2 bicinchoninic acid assay. Detection and measurement of AA40 and AA42 were carried out with enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) using the corresponding detection kits (Invitrogen, Camarillo, CA), following the instructions of the supplier. Levels of AA40 and AA42 were normalized to the total amount of protein from each individual sample.
Quantification of Membrane-Associated AA
Frozen samples of the entorhinal cortex, orbitofrontal cortex, and frontal cortex area 8 of sAD cases and MA individuals were homogenized in TBS with a cocktail of protease and phosphatase inhibitors (Roche Molecular Systems). Homogenates were centrifuged at 14,000 Â g for 30 minutes at 4-C. The pellet was resuspended in 2% SDS and centrifuged at 14,000 Â g for 30 minutes at 4-C. The supernatant was membrane-associated AA, and the protein of this fraction was measured with AQ2 bicinchoninic acid assay. Proteins were separated in SDS-PAGE. Thirty-five micrograms of protein was loaded onto a precast NuPAGE 4%Y12% Bis-Tris gel system (Invitrogen) with
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MES buffer (Invitrogen). The proteins were transferred to nitrocellulose membranes (200 mA per membrane for 90 minutes). Membranes were then boiled with PBS for 6 minutes, and nonspecific binding was blocked by incubation in 5% nonfat dry milk in TBS containing 0.2% Tween for 1 hour at room temperature. After washing, the membranes were incubated at 4-C overnight with the primary antibody to human AA protein, clone 4G8 (1:500; Covance, Princeton, NJ), in TBS containing 5% albumin and 0.2% Tween. Membranes were then incubated for 1 hour with the appropriate horseradish peroxidaseYconjugated secondary antibody (1:2000; Dako), and immune complexes were visualized with a chemiluminescence reagent ( AQ2 electrochemiluminescence; Amersham). Control of protein loading was checked by estimation of A-actin expression levels in the same membranes.
Dot Blot Assay
Frozen samples of the entorhinal cortex, orbitofrontal cortex, and frontal cortex area 8 of MA cases and in sAD Stages 0, A, B, and C were homogenized in TBS with a cocktail of protease inhibitors (Roche Molecular Systems) and ultracentrifuged at 100,000 Â g for 1 hour at 4-C. Five micrograms of each soluble sample was applied to nitrocellulose membranes using a 48-well Dot Blot Manifold (Cleaver Scientific, Rugby, United Kingdom). The membranes were blocked with 10% nonfat milk in TBS containing 0.01% Tween 20 at room temperature for 1 hour. The membranes were washed 3 times, for 5 minutes each, with TBS containing 0.01% Tween 20 and incubated for 2 hours at room temperature with rabbit polyclonal anti-oligomer antibody A11 (AHB0052, diluted 1:1000; Invitrogen ThermoFisher, Carlsbad, CA). After washing, the membranes were incubated for 1 hour with the appropriate horseradish peroxidaseY conjugated secondary antibody (1:2000; Dako), and immune complexes were visualized with a chemiluminescence reagent ( AQ2 electrochemiluminescence; Amersham).
RESULTS
Global Expression Profiles Identify mRNA Deregulation of Pathways Related to Inflammatory and Immune Responses in the Cerebral Cortex of APP/PS1 Mice
We analyzed APP/PS1 and WT samples from the cerebral cortex of mice at 3, 6, and 12 months of age. First, mouse RNA probes were hybridized to an Affymetrix Mouse Gene 1.1 ST Array including more than 28,000 well-annotated genes 
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''Count,'' number of differentially expressed genes that are annotated at the GO term; ''p value,'' probability values for each GO term tested; ''Size,'' number of GeneChip Array genes that are annotated at GO. with more than 770,000 distinct probes. We found differential gene expression between APP/PS1 and WT mice in statistical linear models ( F1 Fig. 1 ). Next, we analyzed the functional enrichment of metabolic and cell signaling pathways as annotated in KEGG and GO terms. Significant KEGG pathways were identified using Gene Set Enrichment Analysis and hypergeometric distribution function. At 3 months of age, we could only detect significant alteration in the expression of 2 genes (App and Prnp), whereas at 6 months and 12 months, we identified 113 and 332 deregulated genes, respectively, with an overlap of 88 genes. From among all deregulated genes, 150 different genes were related to inflammation-related pathways, belonging to both innate and adaptive immune responses ( In control mice aged 3, 12, and 20/22 months, we detected increased expression of colony-stimulating factor receptor
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Csf1r, Toll-like receptor Tlr4, IL6 signal transducer (Il6st), and IL10 receptor 1A (il10rb); decreased Csf3r was also found in 12-month-old versus 3-month-old mice. However, there was a major shift in gene expression in control animals aged 20/22 months versus mice aged 12 months. Members of the complement system C1ql1, C3ar1, and C4b; colonystimulating factor receptor Csf3r; Toll-like receptor Tlr7; chemokines Ccl3, Ccl4, and CxCl10; pro-inflammatory cytokines Il1A and Tnf>; and anti-inflammatory cytokines Il10 and TgfA1 significantly increased with age. In contrast, colonystimulating factor receptor Csf1r, Toll-like receptor Tlr4, and il10rb were significantly decreased in the older group (Figure, Supplemental Digital Content 2, http://links.lww.com/NEN/A706).
Significant modifications in the mRNA expression of a large number of genes also occurred in APP/PS1 mice with age. Instead of 5 of 22 genes being differentially regulated in control 12-month-old versus aged 3-month-old mice, 15 genes were differentially regulated in APP/PS1 in the same lifetime, all of them dramatically upregulated and covering members of the complement system C1qtnf7 and C4b; colony-stimulating factor receptors Csf1r and Csf3r; Toll-like receptor Tlr4 and Tlr7; chemokines Ccl3, Ccl4, Ccl6, and CxCl10; pro-inflammatory cytokines Il6 and Il6st; and IL10 receptors 1> and 1A, and TgfA1. Eleven genes were differentially regulated in APP/PS1 mice aged 20/22 months versus APP/PS1 mice aged 3 months, whereas 7 of them were the same as those seen in APP/PS1 mice aged 12 months, although with distinct magnitudes of expression. Therefore, major modifications in gene expression occurred between months 12 and 20/22 in control mice, but between months 3 and 12 in APP/PS1 mice (Figure, Supplemental Digital Content 3, http://links.lww.com/NEN/A707).
When comparing mRNA expression levels in APP/PS1 mice aged 12 and 20/22 months, C3ar1, C4b, and Tlr7 mRNAs were significantly increased, but C1qtnf7, Csf1r, Tlr4, Ilst, Il10ra, and Il10rb were significantly decreased in APP/PS1 mice aged 20/22 months when compared with 12-month-old Regulated pathways in APP-PS1 mice at 6 and 12 months. Significant KEGG pathways were identified using Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (G) and hypergeometric distribution function (H). Only the statistically significant pathways using H are represented (6 and 12 months; no pathways were significantly different at 3 months). Red and green spots represent global upregulated and downregulated pathway expression, respectively, based on G test, for a probability of p < 0.05. Black spots represent modified regulated pathways based on H test, which detects changes but does not inform about their upward or downward direction, for a probability of p < 0.05. Spot size is within the scale of the probability value, with the lowest values for lysosome (p = 2.94E j17 in G for 12 months of age) or phagosome (p = 3.00E j14 and p = 8.36E
j09 in H for 6 and 12 months of age) when compared with controls. The mRNA expression of cytokines and mediators of immune response was compared between WT and APP/PS1 mice at different ages to discern whether the same genes were deregulated at early stages in transgenic mice when compared with WT. Increased mRNA expression of C3ar1, C4b, Csfr3, Tlr7, Ccl3, Ccl4, Ccl6, CxCl10, Il1b, Il6, Tnf>, Il10, Il10rb, and TgfA1 was found in WT mice at the age of 20/22 months. The expression of these genes was augmented in APP/PS1 transgenic mice at the age of 12 months. However, the expression of C1ql1, C1qtnf7, Il6st, Tnfrsf1a, and Il10ra was independent in WT and APP/PS1 mice at the ages of 20/22 and 12 months, respectively. Finally, there was at least a trend of decreased mRNA expression of Csf1r, Tlr4, Il10rb, and Il6st in WT and APP/PS1 transgenic mice at the age of 20/22 months.
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Lastly, differences in gene expression values at peak points were compared in WT and APP/PS1 transgenic mice. Although several genes were increased in WT and APP/PS1 mice, mRNA expression in the latter was between 2 and 30 times higher at the age of 12 months, and between 2 and 10 mean (SE) fold differences of 32.4 (0.58) and 38.16 (7.26) and 33.37 (3.28) and 46.75 (7.69) at 12 and 20/22 months, respectively, in APP/PS1 versus WT mice at 3 months of age. We scaled the expression intensities on rows (probe sets/genes) to Z scores to make them weigh equally in the clustering. The colors of the heatmap are mapped linearly to the Z scores (low expression in green and high expression in red). To compare responses in regions with variable vulnerability to sAD and with progressive involvement during the neurodegenerative process, we carried out an analysis of inflammation-related genes in human brain samples from the entorhinal cortex, orbitofrontal cortex, and frontal cortex area 8. Neurofibrillary tangles were present in the entorhinal cortex at Stages IYII, did not appear or appeared only in very small numbers in the frontal cortex until Stage IV, and massively increased at Stages V and VI as defined by Braak and Braak classification.
López-
In the entorhinal cortex, C3AR1, CSF3R, TLR7, IL1A, IL6, and IL10 mRNAs were increased at Braak and Braak Stages IYII/0(A) versus MA cases. Later on, C1QTNF7, C3AR1, TLR4, TLR7, and IL8 significantly increased with disease progression. However, IL1A, IL6, and IL10 were reduced at Braak and Braak Stages IIIYIV/AYB and VYVI/C when compared with cases at Braak and Braak Stages IYII/ 0(A) ( F4   Fig. 4 ). In the orbitofrontal cortex, C3AR1, TLR7, IL1A, and IL6 mRNAs were also significantly increased at Braak and Braak Stages IYII/0(A) versus MA individuals. In addition, IL10, IL8, and C1QTNF7 mRNAs were upregulated at Braak and Braak Stages IYII/0(A). C3AR1, CSF1R, TLR7, IL10RA, TGFA1, and TGFA2 mRNA expression increased with disease progression. However, C1QTNF7, C3AR1, CSF1R, TLR7, IL8, IL1A, and IL6 mRNA expression decreased at Stages VYVI/C when compared with earlier Braak and Braak Fig. 5 ). C1QL1, IL10RB, TNF>, and TNFRSF1A mRNAs were not modified in any region in cases with ADrelated pathology versus MA cases.
In frontal cortex area 8, there was a significant increase in the mRNA expression of selected cytokines and mediators of immune response when comparing MA cases with cases with AD-related pathology at Stages IYII/0(A). Significant increases in mRNA expression levels of C3AR1, CSF1R, CSF3R, IL6, IL6ST, TGFA1, and IL10RA were seen in AD cases at Stages IYII/0(A) of Braak and Braak classification when compared with MA individuals. Interestingly, although mRNA expression of all these mediators was increased at AD Stages IIIYIV/AYB and VYVI/C of Braak and Braak classification with respect to MA individuals and TGFA2 significantly increased at Stages VYVI/C, there was a reduction in IL6, IL1, and CSF1R mRNAs with disease progression when compared with Stages IYII/0YA. Expression levels of IL10, IL10RB, IL8, TNF>, TNFRSF1A, C1QL1, C1QTNF7, and TLR3 mRNAs were not modified with age or disease progression ( 
Protein Expression of Selected Cytokines in WT and APP/PS1 Transgenic Mice on Western Blot Analysis
Western blot analysis of IL1A revealed increased a significant increase in protein expression in WT mice aged 20/ 22 months versus younger mice, and a significant increase in APP/PS1 mice at the age of 12 and 20/22 months when compared with younger animals. Thus, protein levels paralleled mRNA expression values in WT and APP/PS1 mice at different ages. Significantly increased IL6 expression levels were found in WT animals aged 20/22 months and APP/PS1 mice aged 12 months when compared with expression levels at corresponding younger ages. A trend without statistical significance was also observed in APP/PS1 mice aged 20/22 months. Finally, a significant increase in the expression levels of IL10 was found in APP/PS1 mice compared with younger transgenic mice, thus paralleling mRNA observations. However, no apparent differences in the expression of IL10 was seen in WT animals aged 20/22 months ( F7 Fig. 7A ).
Protein Expression of Selected Cytokines in Human Frontal Cortex Area 8 on Western Blot Analysis
Expression levels of IL1A were significantly increased in sAD Stages IYII/0(A) and IIIYIV/AYB when compared with younger individuals. A trend with no statistical significance was also observed in AD Stages VYVI/C. Expression levels of IL6 were significantly increased in all stages of sAD when compared with younger individuals, thus matching mRNA expression levels. In contrast to mRNA observations, a significant increase in IL10 protein expression was observed in sAD Stages VYVI/C when compared with the other groups (Fig. 7B) .
Immunohistochemistry of Microglia and Selected Cytokines in Frontal Cortex Area 8 and Entorhinal Cortex in Middle Age and at the First and Advanced Stages of sAD
Ionized calcium-binding adapter molecule-1 immunohistochemistry revealed an increase in the number and size of microglia, together with predominance of ramified microglia, in sAD cases at Stages IYII/0(A) when compared with MA individuals. In addition to ramified microglia, many hypertrophic and round (amoeboid) microglia appeared at later stages ( Fig. 9A ). The composition of plaques differed with disease progression, with the amount of AA42 higher than that of AA40, as expected. Diffuse plaques were practically composed of AA42, whereas neuritic plaques were composed of AA42 and AA40. Because diffuse plaques predominated at early plaque stages, densitometry analysis of ratios between AA42 and AA40 varied from 25 to 35 at early stages to 10Y20 at Stage C in the different cortical regions.
Concentrations of AA (AA40 and AA42) in the Entorhinal Cortex, Orbitofrontal Cortex, and Frontal Cortex Area 8 With Age and sAD Progression on ELISA A significant increase in the levels of AA40 and AA42 in the orbitofrontal cortex was found at Stages IYII/0(A) of Braak and Braak classification when compared with MA individuals. Levels of AA40 and AA42 were higher at Stages VYVI/C (Fig. 9B) . In contrast, a significant increase in AA40 and AA42 levels in the entorhinal cortex was not identified until Stages VYVI/C of Braak and Braak classification. No significant differences in the levels of AA40 and AA42 in the frontal cortex were seen in AD at Stages IYII/0(A) when compared with MA individuals. However, a significant increase in AA40 and AA42 occurred at Stages IIIYIV/AYB, which was augmented with disease progression at Stages VYVI/C (Fig. 9B) .
To assess the relationship of AA concentrations and Braak and Braak stages of plaque burden, we determined AA40 and AA42 levels in middle age and at sAD Stages 0YC. Very low levels of AA40 and AA42 were detected in all regions in middle age and at Stage 0. Expression levels of AA40 and AA42 increased in all regions in sAD brains with stage progression (Fig. 9B) . In contrast to that seen in plaques, AA42-to-AA40 ratios were between 0.4 and 0.8 in the entorhinal cortex, orbitofrontal cortex, and frontal cortex in MA and sAD cases, except for a ratio of 1 in frontal cortex area 8 at Stages VYVI/C of Braak and Braak classification.
Membrane-Associated AA Levels
Membrane-associated AA was detected in membraneenriched fractions (which also contain nonYmembrane-associated proteins) blotted with antiYAA17Y24 antibody. Control samples in all regions showed no detectable AA17Y24 in membraneenriched fractions. Membrane-associated AA was not detected in middle age and at sAD Stage 0 of Braak and Braak classification in any region. Membrane-associated AA17Y24 was detected in low amounts only in about half of Stage A cases analyzed, but consistent levels of AA17Y24 were found in all cases of sAD Stages B and C in the 3 regions examined (Fig. 9C) . Fig. 10 ). Values were also higher in the entorhinal cortex and frontal cortex area 8 at more advanced stages of AD, but they were only significant in the frontal cortex (Fig. 10) . Interestingly, a significant increase in the expression levels of soluble oligomers was also observed in the cerebral cortex of WT mice at the age of 20/22 months when compared with mice aged 3 and 12 months (Fig. 10) .
Soluble Oligomers in the Human
DISCUSSION
Gene Regulation and Expression of Cytokines and Mediators of Immune Response in sAD and APP/PS1 Transgenic Mice
Increased expression of cytokines and mediators of immune response at advanced stages of sAD and in related AD transgenic mice models is well established (14, 23Y41) . The present study demonstrates that inflammation-related responses are region-and stage-dependent during sAD progression when comparing the entorhinal cortex, orbitofrontal cortex, and frontal cortex area 8 at different stages of sAD. Moreover, our present analyses carried out in humans and mice permit a side-by-side comparisons and identification of commonalities and differences in transcriptomes in relation to species and stage of sAD progression.
Altered Gene Regulation of Cytokines and Mediators of Immune Response Is an Ordinary Phenomenon in Brain Aging in Humans and Mice
Aging is associated with changes in the immune system and increased production and release of inflammatory molecules by different organs and tissues, including adipose tissue and the cardiovascular system (mainly linked to arteriosclerosis); increased levels of circulating cytokines and mediators of the immune system characterize a process that has been named ''inflammatory aging'' (65, 66) . The CNS is not an exception to this process, as innate immune cells in the brain become more reactive with aging (67) . The present study is the first to identify a particular molecular profile of gene regulation with normal aging in mice and humans, as revealed by a shift in the gene expression of cytokines and mediators of immune response with age. Major changes occur between months 12 and 20/22 in WT mice and in MA individuals without AD-related pathology compared with older individuals at the first stages of sAD-related pathology. Altered regulation of mRNA expression involves a wide range of genes, including members of the complement system, colony-stimulating factor receptors, Toll-like receptors, chemokines, pro-inflammatory cytokines, and anti-inflammatory cytokines, in both rodents and humans. Several observations suggest that systemic inflammation may potentiate neurodegeneration (68Y72), but systemic inflammation was specifically ruled out in murine and human cases in this study. Therefore, the present observations show that modifications in the gene regulation of cytokines and mediators of immune response in the brain are indeed manifestations of normal aging.
AQ2
Modifications in the Gene Regulation of Cytokines and Mediators of Immune Response in APP/PS1 Transgenic Mice Are Reminiscent of, But Are Not Accelerated With, Aging
Increased mRNA expression of C3ar1, C4b, Csfr3, Tlr7, Ccl3, Ccl4, Ccl6, CxCl10, Il1b, Il6, Tnf>, Il10, Il10rb, and TgfA1 was found in WT mice at the age of 20 months, but in APP/PS1 transgenic mice at the age of 12 months. However, the mRNA expression of C1ql1, C1qtnf7, Il6st, Tnfrsf1a, and Il10ra was found to be independent in WT and APP/PS1 mice at the ages of 20/22 and 12 months, respectively. Therefore, inflammation-related gene deregulation in Table 1 ). Weak expression of membrane-associated AA occurs in approximately half of sAD cases at Stage A (representing 4 of 24 cases; Table 1 ). Expression levels of membrane-associated AA17Y20 increase with disease progression at Stages B and C. Betaactin is used as control for protein loading. APP/PS1 transgenic mice involves certain inflammatory mediators that are also abnormally regulated in WT mice with aging. Deregulation of cytokines and mediators of immune response is extensive and much more pronounced in APP/PS1 transgenic mice versus WT mice at any age.
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Modifications in the Gene Regulation of Cytokines and Mediators of Immune Response
With Aging Are Similar, But Not Identical, in Mice and Humans
Messenger RNA upregulation of cytokines and mediators of immune response in MA individuals with no sAD-related pathology and in individuals with sAD-related pathology at Stages IYII/0YA of Braak and Braak classification involves IL1B, IL6, and IL10 in the entorhinal cortex; IL1B, IL6, IL10, and TLR7 mRNAs in the orbitofrontal cortex; and IL1B, IL6, IL10RA, CSF1R, and TGFA1 mRNAs in frontal cortex area 8. Expression of Il1b, Il6, Tnf>, Il10, Il10rb, and TgfA mRNAs is also upregulated in the cerebral cortex of WT mice at the age of 20/22 months when compared with younger animals, thus suggesting that similar age-related gene responses linked to neuroinflammation occur in mice and humans. However, responses with aging are more extensive in mice than in humans, as mRNAs encoding several members of the complement system, Toll-like receptors, and chemokines are upregulated in mice but not in humans. The extent and intensity of the altered regulated gene expression of cytokines and mediators of immune response increase with disease progression in the cerebral cortex of APP/PS1 mice aged 12 months and in the cerebral cortex of AD at Stages IIIYIV/AYB of Braak and Braak classification. Upregulated mRNA expression involves members of the complement system; colony-stimulating factor receptors; Toll-like receptors; chemokines; IL1B, IL6, IL10, and related receptors; TNF>; and TGFA1 and TGFA2. Yet mRNA deregulation differs in sAD and APP/PS1 mice. Thus, Tlr4, Tnf>, and Il10rb mRNAs are abnormally regulated in APP/ PS1 mice but not in AD at any stage; and CSF1R, IL6ST, and TGFA2 mRNAs are abnormally regulated only in frontal cortex area 8 but not in other cortical regions in sAD. These differences, together with the marked regional differences in gene expression in sAD, indicate that neuroinflammationlinked gene expression responses, although similar, are not identical in APP/PS1 mice and sAD. This is not an unexpected observation, as the disease in APP/PS1 mice is reminiscent of, but not identical to, sAD particularly because no NFTs are present in mice. Moreover, species differences also have a role, as can be inferred by the differences in gene expression already discussed in mice and humans with age. These differences may have practical implications when using animal models to test treatments that may be later translated to humans. A summary of similarities and differences between mice and humans is shown in T7 Table 7 .
Gene Regulation of Cytokines and Mediators of Immune Response Is Modified With the Progression of the Neurodegenerative Process
Although the expression of some genes in APP/PS1 mice is significantly higher at the age of 20/22 months when compared with the age of 12 months, the expression levels of other genes are significantly lower in older animals when compared with APP/PS1 mice aged 12 months. A switch in the characteristics of inflammatory response has also been described in PS1 M146L /APP 751SL transgenic mice (73) . This change of direction has important potential implications because it occurs in the hippocampus by relocation of the alternative (beneficial) activated microglia phenotype at the beginning of AA pathology into a classic (cytotoxic) activated microglia phenotype at later stages, together with the expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines and cytotoxic markers at advanced stages of the disease (73) . We cannot rule out the possibility that a similar beneficial immune response occurs in APP/PS1 transgenic mice at the age of 6 months (i.e. at the beginning of plaque deposition in the cerebral cortex). However, the expression levels of Il1b, Tnf> C3ar1, C4b, Tlr7, and CxCl10 mRNAs were higher at the age of 20/22 months when compared with transgenic mice aged 12 months. The scenario is complex because Il10 mRNA expression is increased whereas Il10ra, Il10rb, C1qtnf17, Csff1r, Tlr4, Il6st mRNA expression levels are decreased and enhanced TgfA1 expression is maintained. Therefore, a sharp distinction between beneficial and cytotoxic inflammatory responses with disease progression is not clear in the cerebral cortex of APP/ PS1 transgenic mice at the ages of 12 and 20/22 months. Rather, a combination of pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory cytokines and a mixture of beneficial and cytotoxic inflammatory responses seem to be the most realistic scenario at the middle and advanced stages of the disease in APP/PS1 transgenic mice.
AQ2
Moving to sAD, there is no definite pattern shift (from beneficial to cytotoxic) in the expression of analyzed genes encoding cytokines and mediators of immune response, but rather a tendencyVsometimes significantVfor decreased gene expression of pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory cytokines at Stages VYVI/C when compared with Stages IIIYIV/ AYB of Braak and Braak classification. Protein expression levels of IL1A and IL6 significantly increased at sAD Stages IYII/0 when compared with MA individuals with no AD-related pathology, thus matching corresponding mRNA expression levels. The protein expression patterns match mRNA expression levels with disease progression, although IL6 protein level decreased below MA levels at advanced stages of sAD. However, IL10 protein level markedly increased at Stages VYVI/C, despite the lack of modifications of IL10 mRNA expression. Increased protein expression levels of cytokines and mediators at advanced stages of sAD are very well documented in a large number of studies and support a consistent and robust core of information considering neuroinflammation as a principal component of sAD pathology (14, 23Y41) . The novelty of the present observations is that there is a shift in the protein expression of selected cytokines between MA individuals with no sAD-related pathology and individuals with concomitant sAD-related pathology at Stages IYII/0. Importantly, these changes are found in frontal cortex area 8, an area where no NFTs and no AA plaques are present at this stage.
Protein Expression of Selected Cytokines and
Immunohistochemistry has shown that IL6, IL10, TNF>, and NFJB are expressed in ramified microglia in the frontal cortex (and entorhinal cortex) at the first stages of sAD-related pathology. These modifications are, at least in part, a consequence of increased numbers of ramified microglial cells and increased hypertrophy of ramified microglial cells, as revealed by Iba1 immunohistochemistry at early sAD stages. These findings support and expand previous observations showing that so-called microglial dystrophy or senescent microglia (ramified and nonamoeboid) are coincidental with or precede tau pathology in AD (50, 51) .
Lack of Relationship Between AA Plaques and NFTs, and Gene Regulation of Cytokines and Mediators of Immune Response at the First Stages of sAD
A common line of thinking is derived from the AA cascade hypothesis, which postulates that AA deposition triggers plaque formation, abnormal tau hyperphosphorylation, oxidative stress, neuroinflammation, and neurodegeneration in AD (74) . Although possibly valid in early-onset familial AD, the stringent concept of the AA cascade hypothesis does not entirely match the morphologic neuropathology at the first stages of sAD, in which the distribution of AA plaques differs from that of NFTs (13, 75) . However, these data do not contradict the evidence that AA fuels tauopathy in sAD (76Y80).
The present observations show no relationship between the modified gene regulation of cytokines and mediators of immune response and AA plaques in the early stages of sADrelated pathology; marked modifications occur in the absence of AA plaques in the frontal cortex, entorhinal cortex, and, minimally, orbitofrontal cortex, as defined by Stage 0 (16 of 24) and Stage A (8 of 24) of cases with Stages IYII of NFT pathology. Furthermore, analysis of gene expression specifically referring to AA plaques stresses a lack of relationship between gene regulation and AA plaques at the first stages of sAD-related pathology. Moreover, modifications in the gene expression of cytokines and mediators of immune response are variable from one cortical region to another at the middle stages of sAD, and they do not reflect AA plaque burden and NFTs. These findings do not challenge the well-known activation of microglia and astrocytes and the enhanced expression of cytokines and immune mediators triggered in the vicinity of AA plaques in AD (1, 14, 24Y35, 81); rather, they point to the fact that AA plaques do not trigger neuroinflammatory responses at the initial sAD stages.
A few studies have stressed that neuroinflammation may be initiated before plaque deposition in transgenic mouse models (82, 83) . This also occurs in APP/PS1 transgenic mice, in which mRNA upregulation of a limited number of members of the complement system, Toll-like receptors, and chemokines of the C-C subfamily occurs at the age of 3 months, when no neurologic deficits are identified and few AA deposits, if any, are seen in the cerebral cortex (56).
AA40 and AA42 Concentrations Do Not Parallel Modifications in the Gene Regulation of Cytokines and Mediators of Immune Response at the First Stages of sAD
The present observations indicate no relationship between concentrations of AA40 and AA42 and modifications in the gene expression of cytokines and mediators of immune response in the frontal cortex and entorhinal cortex at the first stages of sAD, whereas high concentrations of AA40 and AA42 correlate with inflammatory gene regulation in all the regions examined at advanced stages of sAD. In contrast to sAD, human AA40 and AA42 levels are increased in APP/ PS1 mice aged 3 months when compared with WT animals, in which no human AA can be evidenced, and the expression of human AA40 and AA42 is markedly increased in APP/PS1 mice aged 6 and 12 months (48) . Therefore, human AA40 and AA42 levels correlate with the gene regulation of cytokines and mediators of immune response in APP/PS1 mice.
Membrane-Associated AA Does Not Parallel the Gene Regulation of Cytokines and Mediators of Immune Response at the First Stages of sAD
Membrane-associated AA has been postulated as a particular form of AA different from soluble and fibrillar AA of amyloid plaques, and with potential harmful roles in neurodegeneration in APP transgenic mice and sAD (84, 85) . Importantly, membrane-associated AA has been found at the early stages of sAD-related pathology and is thus a candidate for explaining the link between AA and gene deregulation of cytokines and mediators of immune response at preclinical sAD stages (85) . It must be stressed that seminal studies at the early (preclinical) stages of sAD-related pathology included cases with medial temporal AA phases 1 and 2 and biochemical stages of AA, predominantly 1Y3 (only 6 of 19 cases of that series were scored as 0) (85) . In contrast, the first stages of sAD in the present series are identified as Stage 0 of plaque burden. No membrane-associated AA has been detected in these cases. Moreover, in agreement with the same previous observations (85), membrane-associated AA correlates with the presence of fibrillar AA in AA plaques.
Oligomeric Species
Cumulative evidence supports soluble oligomeric species of AA, rather than fibrillar AA, as primary AA deposits and main causative factors of neuronal damage in sAD (86Y94). Amyloid oligomeric species are mainly derived from AA42, but they also contain AA40, various N-terminal and C-terminal variants, N-terminal truncated forms, and pyroglutamate AA (95Y103). Soluble fibrillar oligomer levels are increased in AD brain and correlate with cognitive dysfunction (104) . In contrast, soluble oligomer levels have been reported to be similar between controls and sAD cases (96) . However, controls in previous studies were aged individuals with sAD-related pathology at Stages IYIII without cognitive impairment. The present observations demonstrate that a significant increase in the expression levels of soluble oligomers is found in the entorhinal cortex and frontal cortex area 8 (and a nonsignificant increase in the orbitofrontal cortex) when comparing MA individuals lacking sAD-related pathology with cases with sADrelated pathology at Stages IYII. Therefore, increased levels of soluble oligomers are indeed a characteristic feature of the human aging brain, coincidental with the first stages of AD-related pathology. Because the antibody used (i.e. A11) recognizes amino acid sequenceYindependent oligomers of proteins or peptides, we cannot ascertain the nature of those soluble oligomers; that means that, in addition to AA-derived species, other soluble oligomers can be present in the aging brain, coincidental with the appearance of sAD-related pathology. Whether increased expression of soluble oligomers with aging occurs in other species is here supported by the increased expression levels of soluble oligomers in the cerebral cortex of aged mice (20/22 months old), despite the lack of evidence of any morphologically visible AA deposition.
Recent studies have proposed that AD can be triggered by self-produced antigens in brain cells that result in a general autoimmune response facilitated by an impaired bloodbrain barrier (105) . Whether truncated proteins, lipids, and posttranslationally modified proteins resulting from oxidative and nitrosative damage, in addition to certain AA species, can be considered putative self-produced antigens to induce regulation of cytokines and mediators of immune response with aging and sAD needs to be elucidated.
Neuroinflammation and Anti-inflammatory Therapies in sAD: What Is Next?
Classically, increased expression of cytokines and mediators of immune response in the CNS, together with microglial activation, has been interpreted as an indicator of neuroinflammation. On the other hand, other data indicate a much more complex scenario, in which microglia and mediators participate in a large number of processes linked to synaptic development and plasticity, neuronal homeostasis, and pain (44Y48, 106Y112). In this regard, the present observations, particularly those related to aging and early stages of sAD-related pathology, do not necessarily preclude pathogenic consequences. The different roles of cytokines and mediators have been comprehensibly summarized (23Y38), but there is still a large field for the study of their effects in different settings. Whether changes in microglia and altered expression of brain cytokines and inflammatory mediators in the aging brain are protective, damaging, or both cannot be solved with the present data.
In addition to conceptual insights that increase our understanding of the pathogenesis of sAD, the present findings have therapeutic implications. Early administration of antiinflammatory drugs normalizes cytokine production, reduces brain damage, and prevents cognitive deficits in mouse models reminiscent of AD (113Y117). However, anti-inflammatory therapy has no beneficial effect on clinically established AD (25, 118Y123) . The present observations provide some clues toward explaining such discrepancies: i) treatment in transgenic mice is usually started at the beginning of the neurodegenerative process, whereas treatment in sAD is conducted at advanced stages of the disease, at which time the complexity of inflammatory response is even more complicated by regional differences herein only analyzed in 3 different cortical regions, each one with a particular deregulated pattern; ii) APP/PS1 transgenic mice show different timing of AA concentration, deposition of fibrillar forms, and neuroinflammatory responses when compared with humans. Consequently, transgenic mice expressing human APP and PSN1 mutations (at least APP/ PS1) seem to be suboptimal models for the analysis of neuroinflammation in sAD or for testing anti-inflammatory therapies applicable to humans; and iii) intrinsic inflammatorylike responses, at least in humans, are complex, and their roles (neuroprotective, damaging, or both) can shift with disease progression at different paces, depending on the region. Whether these capacities depend on the senescent state of microglia (124) needs further study.
However, a large amount of epidemiologic data indicate that anti-inflammatory agents dispensed for therapeutic purposes to patients with autoimmune diseases are protective against sAD (14, 125Y132) . This proves that rationalized antiinflammatory therapy can be useful in delaying sAD when acting just before, or perhaps at the same time as, the first stages of sAD-related pathology. Unfortunately, the sensitivity of currently available biomarkers is far from what would be needed to detect the very first stages of sAD. Present findings further support the concept that a therapeutic window exists roughly between the ages of 50 and 65 years, when the first morphologic changes in sAD appear in the brain of a large percentage of clinically normal individuals (13) .
On the other hand, the complexity of inflammatory-like responses, largely depending on the stage of the disease and the region involved, stresses that the exact target or targets of anti-inflammatory compounds need to be scrutinized in greater detail and adapted so as to offer advantages with minor or null negative consequences.
CONCLUSIONS
The present findings show that: i) major changes in the brain gene regulation of cytokines and mediators of immune responseVsome of which are expressed in ramified microgliaVoccur with aging, which in humans is coincidental with the first alterations of sAD-related pathology; ii) gene deregulation in APP/PS1 transgenic mice and at advanced stages of sAD is not merely nonspecific accelerated aging but rather species-specific and regional-and stage-dependent; iii) in contrast to advanced stages of sAD, the gene regulation of cytokines and mediators of immune response at the first stages of sAD is not related to hyperphosphorylated tau, AA plaque burden, concentrations of AA40 and AA42, and AA linked to membranes; however, modification in the expression of cytokines occurs in parallel to the increased expression of soluble oligomers at the first stages of AD-related pathology; iv) increased levels of soluble oligomers are also observed in the brain of WT mice with age; and v) species differences and region-and stage-dependent inflammatory responses, particularly those occurring at the first stages of sAD, highlight the need to identify new anti-inflammatory compounds adapted to specific molecular targets as complementary treatment in sAD. 
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